Planaria dorotocephala. The results of this work are now appearing in a series of papers in the Journal of Experimental Zoology (CHILD, '11C, '11e, 'llf, '12a) but since the presentation of the large volume of data at hand will require a long time and since certain conclusions have been reached which are of considerable general importance, it seems desirable to present the chief results of the work in brief form in a single paper, leaving the details of the experiments on which the conclusions are based to appear later as the various lines of evidence are considered in regular sequence.
The present paper consists therefore of a brief review of some of my experiments and conclusions which bear upon the problem of regulatory reconstitution in _Planaria, together with some reference to the general bearing of the facts and conclusions presented.
II. The Effect of Certain Chemical Agents in Relation to the Rate of the Dynamic Processes.
In the course of the work on Planaria a number of anesthetics, chiefly alcohol, ether and acetone-chloroform, and also potassium cyanide have played a very important part.
The first point of importance in connection with the use of these agents is that when death of whole animals or pieces is brought about by their use disintegration occurs within a few moments after death. In general the effects of the anesthetics and of KCN are much alike, but the KCN has proved to be more satisfactory than the anesthetics for certain reasons. In the first place, in KCN movement continues to some extent until a few moments before disintegration, so that the time of death can be more exactly determined than in anesthetics which very soon stop all movement. Secondly, there is less maceration in the KCN and the various stages of disintegration can be more clearly seen.
The most important points for present purposes in connection with the use of these substances are, however, as follows: first, it is possible to determine within certain limits the length of life in different animals or of different regions or pieces of the same animal in a solution of KCN or alcohol etc. of a given concentration under given conditions of temperature etc. And second, a relation exists between the length of life of the animal, region or piece in a solution of given concentration and the rate of the dynamic processes or certain important processes in it.
In a solution of relatively high concentration (KCN 0.001M, alcohol, 40/0 or higher) which kills within a few .hours and in which there is no acclimatization the length of life varies inversely as the rate of the metabolic processes or certain of them and in relatively low concentrations (KC~ 0.00001 M, alcohol, 1--1.5o/o) which do not kill at once and to which the animals or pieces become more or less acclimated, the length of life varies directly as the rate of the metabolic processes. For convenience the terms >>reaction~ and ~)rate of reactiour will be used in referring to these processes. The )~rate of reaction~, in this sense has only a comparative meaning and the quantities compared are not the rates of single chemical reactions,. but the total amounts of certain or all reactions occurring in a given time in a complex reaction system. Some of the evidence which bears upon this question of the relation between length of life and rate of reaction is presented briefly below. Since I have found KCN more satisfactory than alcohol and other anesthetics for most purposes the results of KC~ experiments are used here in most cases.
We may consider first the effect of motor activity on length of life in high concentrations. Two sets of worms from the same stock, of the same size, the same age and as nearly as possible in the same physiological condition as regards nutrition are placed in solutions of KCN'0.001 M in one liter ERLE~MEYER flasks filled with the solut!on, except for a small air space at the top to prevent bursting with slight changes of temperature, and corked to prevent decrease in concentration 1). One set is left undisturbed, the other is frequently induced to move about by shaking or revolving the flask. In all experiments of this sort the worms which move about begin to disintegrate earlier and disintegrate more rapidly than those which are left undisturbed. This is certainly not the result of fatigue for the movements are slow and the animals soon come to rest after stimulation in the KCN, so that in the course of an hour or two the total motor activity of stimulated animals in KCN is certainly no greater, but is to all appearances much less than that of animals in water stimulated once.
Secondly, when young and old animals are compared the young animals always die much earlier than the old in KCN 0.001 M. Various other experiments, some of which are mentioned below, supplement and confirm these results.
Mr. T-~s~IlnO, an assistant in Dr. A. P. MATttEWS' laboratory at the University of Chicago, has recently devised an exceedingly delicate apparatus which makes it possible to determine and compare the amounts and rates of C02-production in small or nearly quiescent organisms or pieces of tissue. Mr. TASmRO has been kind enough to make a number of compadttive tests of the rate of C02-production in individuals and pieces of Planaria under different conditions and in all cases the results obtained are parallel to my own obtained with KCN and alcohol. Animals or pieces which die earlier in the high concentrations of KCN and alcohol show in this apparatus a higher rate of COs-production. I desire to express my indebtedness to Mr. TASHIRO for his kindness in making these experiments and for permission to make this statement.
This relation is of course what might be expected if the action of the KCN and the alcohol is primarily chemical as it undoubtedly is. The higher the rate of reaction in the organism the greater the number of bonds which arc opened to the action of the agent and therefore the greater its effect on the organism in a given length of 1) In water 25 large worms will live in such a flask one to two weeks or even longer without change according to the temperature; the activity of the worms etc.
time. If, as generally believed, the cyanides act primarily or chiefly on the oxidation processes their use in this way affords a means of comparing the rates of the oxidations in different individuals and pieces and under different conditions.
In general alcohol 4--6% and ether 3--4o/o give essentially the same results as the KCIq. The higher the rate of reaction, the earlie~ death occurs. It is impossible of course to test the effect of motor activity on the length of life in alcohol and ether for the animals very soon become motionless, but the difference between young and old animals is the same as in KCIq and in other respects to be mentioned below these anesthetics act similarly to the KCbT.
The use of very low concentrations which do not kill the animals directly and to which they become acclimated to a greater or less extent affords an interesting" and instructive contrast to the effect of high concentrations. In KCN 0.000005 hi or in alcohol 1--1.5O/o the length of life of the animal or piece is directly proportional to the rate oi reaction at the time of placing in the solution, provided of course that the external conditions of temperature etc. are kept approximately constant for some time before and during' the experiment. Here the higher the rate of reaction, the longer the life of the animal or piece in the solution. In other words, the higher the rate of reaction, the more complete the acclimatization to the medium. In certain extreme cases, as for example where the worms with the higher rate are very small and those with the lower rate much larger,, the former may die of starvation before the latter, but even here the small worms become much more completely acclimated as their greater activity shows. Moreover, the earlier death of the animals with higher rate occurs only when they are near the minimal size at which continued existence is possible under the existing conditions: otherwise, even though they may be much smaller than the animals with lower rate they live longer on the average.
In my earlier experiments these low concentrations were used exclusively since I desired not only to determine the length of life but the effects of the agents on morphogenesis. In later work the higher concentrations hare been chiefly used in comparing the rates of reaction since with these results can be obtained in a few hours, while with the low concentrations the experiment may extend over days or weeks and frequent renewals of the solutions are necessary. Moreover, fewer complicating factors are involved with the higher concentrations.
Some of my results with low concentrations were described in an earlier paper (CmLD, 'llb) . Certain of the results with this method are particularly strik!ng: for example, in alcohol 1.5O/o the worms die much earlier at 10 ~ C. than at 20 ~ C. In such a case it can be nothing but the lower rate of reaction in the organism that leads to death, for the chemical activity of the solution is less at the lower than at the higher temperature. In the high concentrations of KCN and alcohol the animals die much earlier at the higher than at the lower temperatures, but in this case not only the rate of reaction in the organism but the chemical activity of the solution is increased, so that this experiment alone is not conclusive as regards the relation of the effect of the agent and the rate of reaction in the organism. But the temperature experiment with low concentrations furnishes the required proof. Here the higher the rate of reaction the higher the resistance of the animal to the solution and the more complete the acclimatization. Besides being important for purposes to be discussed below, I believe this fact affords an interesting insight into the nature of acclimatization.
The results obtained with high and with tow concentrations check each other completely, as far as I have been able to determine, except in the extreme case mentioned above where the animals with the higher rate are exceedingly small. Moreover, my conclusions obtained from the use of KCN and alcohol have been confirmed in all essential points by Mr. T.~SHIaO for C02-production. Concerning" the validity and value of the method in general there can then, I believe, be no doubt. Some of the more important results obtained with its aid are presented in following sections. For convenience this method will be referred to in general as the resistance method, since it is a method of comparing the resistances of different animals and pieces to the action of the agents used. The two modifications of the method, the use of high and of low concentrations, will be referred to respectively as the direct and the indirect resistance methods.
III. The Axial 6radient in the Uninjured Animal and in Pieces.
Under the usual conditions of existence and above a certain minimal length, the body of Planaria dorotocephala consists of two or more zooids (CmLD, 'llc, 'llf) . The first zooid extends to a level somewhat posterior to the mouth and the remainder of the body consists of from one to several zooids, usually with a )~growing tipr at the extreme posterior end, which is apparently made up of several very short zooids, or more properly head-regions. For the present we shall leave the posterior zooids mostly out of account for they constitute merely a complicating factor and show nothing essentially different from the first.
Im the first zooid there exists a distinct gradient in the rate of reaction along the longitudinal axis. The head-region is the region of highest rate, the posterior region that of lowest rate and from the one end to the other there is in general a gradation. In high con-" centrations of KCN or alcohol death and disintegration begin at the head and proceed posteriorly and in low concentrations they occur first at or near the posterior end and proceed anteriorly.
The posterior zooids possess a higher rate of reaction than the posterior region of the anterior zooid and both the direct and indirect resistance methods permit in many cases a very exact determination of the boundaries between first and second zooids and frequently of those between the different posterior zooids.
In pieces which are undergoing regulation, with the exception of biaxial or ,heteromorphic(~ pieces the same axial gradient is distinguishable by the resistance method. Moreover, in low concentrations of KCN and alcohol some very interesting, data concerning morphogenesis are obtained. These have been described in part elsewhere (CHILD, 'lle) and are referred to only briefly here.
In low concentrations which permit more or less regulation to occur, the process of head-formation is least affected, that of tailformation most. By the use of proper concentrations it is possible to inhibit completely regulation at the posterior end of the piece while in the same piece the pharynx forms slowly and remains small and the head forms more rapidly, though of course all processes are 'less rapid than in water. Or both tail-formation and pharynx-formation may be completely inhibited and head-formation may still occur, though slowly and often resulting in a small and usually teratophthalmic head (CHILD. 'llc, 'lld) . And finally we may inhibit, not only all regulation posterior to the head-region except healing of wounds, but we may also inhibit almost entirely the outgrowth of new tissue in the head-region, the development of the auricles and of the marginal and apical regions of the .head, yet the formation of a cephalic ganglionic mass may still occur. Under these conditions the ganglionic mass is usually not distinctly double and the arrangement of cells and fiber-tracts is different from that in normal heads, but it is clearly a cephalic ganglion and commonly gives rise to a single median eye, which is usually imbedded in the dorsal region of the ganglion instead of lying some distance dorsal to it, as in normal animals.
These results confirm and supplement the results of the resistance method, for they show that the process of head-formation can occur under depressing conditions which inhibit all other regulatory processes, i. e. the head region is the region of highest rate of reaction. They show further that in the head-region the central nervous system develops, at least to a certain extent, under conditions which inhibit other morphogenetic processes. The conclusion is then, I believe, justified that the ganglionic region is the region of highest rate in the head, at least during the earlier stages of development. And finally, these experiments, like those on the resistance of the animals, show that a gradient in the rate of reaction exists along the main axis and within the limits of a single zooid.
IV. hntero-Posterior Dominance.
Some interesting relations between the regulatory formation of a head-region and the formation of other parts exist, some of which have already been described elsewhere (CHmD, '11e ). An isolated piece of the planarian body is not capable of producing at its anterior end any parts characteristic of levels anterior to that from which it came, unless a head forms or begins to form first, i. e., unless cephalic ganglia of some sort arise first. For example, a piece taken just posterior to the mouth never produces a pharynx and mouth unless there is some approach to head-formation at the anterior end.
On the other hand, any piece, even one which remains entirely headless, is capable of giving rise to parts posterior to the level from which it came. In short, anterior regions are dominant over posterior regions in regulatory morphogenesis. Any given level controls regions posterior to and is controlled by regions anterior to it. This antero-posterior dominance is of course not absolute but relative.
Antero-posterior dominance is unquestionably connected with the axial gradient in rate of reaction. It is to be expected that in general a region of higher rate of reaction will influence regions of lower rate more than they influence it. All the facts indicate that the axial gradient is the basis of antero-posterior dominance. The head-region determines and controls regions posterior to it simply because it is originally the region of the highest rate of reaction and in general any level of the body determines and controls regions posterior to it because its rate of reaction is higher than theirs.
The objection may be raised that a piece determines the formation of a new head at its anterior end, i. e., that it determines something anterior to its original level. It will be shown that this is not the case. The new head forms, not through the influence of the piece, but in spite of it. The formation of a new head in a headless piece of Planaria is a true reproduction, not the restitution of a missing part. This being the case, it is entirely correct to say that form regulation in Planaria proceeds in the posterior direction in all cases. The law of antero-posterior development is followed here as closely as in ontogeny in nature. How the dominant region arises we shall consider later.
The influence of the dominant anterior end or of any level of the body does not extend over an indefinite distance: a variable limit of effectiveness exists, beyond which physiological isolation (CHILD, 'lla, 'llf) occurs. In _Planaria the level of the anterior end of the second zooid represents the limit of complete effectiveness of the head-region. Posterior to this level a certain degree of physiological isolation exists and a new zooid begins to form, i. e., a new dominant region arises. In Planaria the second zooid does not attain morphological development before separation occurs, probably because isolation is not complete (CHILD, 'llf), but in Stenostomum, Microstomum and various annelids the new heads actually attain visible differentiation and almost complete development before separation.
Moreover the length of body which the head-region is able to control varies directly with the rate of reaction in the head-region. Under standard conditions, the higher the rate of reaction in the head-region the greater the length of the first zooid and vice v~rsa. For example, the direct resistance method shows that the teratomorphic head (CmLo, 'lld) always possesses a lower rate of reaction than a normal head of the same age and formed under similar conditions, and we find that the length of the first zooid in the animal with teratomorphic head is only about half as great as in that with normal head. In anophthalmic and headless pieces the length of the first zooid is still shorter and fission often occurs in pieces of this kind only 2--3 mm. in length.
Another very interesting example of this distance-factor in anterohrchiv f. En~wicklungsmechanik. XXXV. 40
posterior dominance is seen in the relation between the rate of reaction in the head-region and the position of the new pharynx in pieces from the postpharyng'eal region of the worm. Under the usual conditions in water the pharynx arises near the middle in such pieces. Under depressing conditions, e. g., low concentrations of KCN o1" alcohol, low temperature, in the presence of metabolic products in the water etc., the head forms slowly and is of small size and the pharynx arises much nearer to it. In extreme cases the pharynx may arise just posterior to the head or may fail to appear at all. In all such cases, the lower the rate of reaction in the new head-region, the shorter the distance between the head and the new pharynx and vice versa. The results have been discussed in an earlier paper (CmLD, '11e).
V. The Changes in Rate of Reaction Following Isolation in Pieces.
In all cases, as the direct resistance method shows, the isolation of pieces by cuts brings about at once an increase in the rate of reaction which continues for a number of hours and is followed by a gradual decrease in rate until the rate of the isolated piece is lower than when it was a part of the uninjured animal. This increase in rate is evidently a direct result of the stimulation resulting fi'om the cut or cuts and is probably in large part due to the severing of the nerve-paths.
But the amount of increase in rate depends upon two internal factors, the length of the piece and the region of the body, or more properly of the zooid, from which it was taken.
As regards the first factor, the length of the piece, the shorter the piece the greater the increase in rate, at least within certain wide limits. As regards the second factor, the region of the body, the greater the distance of the level of the piece from the original anterior end of the zooid, the greater the increase in rate following isolatiou.
These are points of the greatest importance for they are the chief factors in determining whether a piece shall give rise to a new head or remain headless.
A brief description of the method used in determining these facts and a statement of the results in certain concrete cases is appended. Well fed worms 18--20 mm. in length are selected from the same stock: smaller worms give essentially similar results but the larger pieces are more convenient. The old head with the cephalic gangtia is discarded in all cases and the body of the first zooid is cut into two, three, four, six~ eight or more pieces of as nearly as possible equal length. As soon as cut the pieces are placed in KCN 0.001 M and the time of beginning and of various stages of disintegration is noted. The pieces with the higher rate of reaction disintegrate earlier than those with lower rate.
When the body of the first zooid is cut into two picces~ the rate of reaction in both pieces is higher than that of corresponding regions in the uninjured animal, but the rate of the anterior piece is usually higher than that of the posterior, though in some cases the two are about equal.
When the same region is cut into three equal pieces, a, b and c, the rates of all are higher than those of the two pieces, but the rate of a is usually less than that of b and that of b is usually less than that of c. When the body is cut into four equal pieces the rates of all are higher than those of the three pieces and rate a rate b ~ rate c ~ rate d. Moreover the difference in rate between the four pieces is greater than that between the three pieces. With still shorter pieces the differences increase still further in the same direction.
Since different individual worms of the same size show some differences in the rate of reaction under similar conditions~ sets of ten pieces each have been compared in most of my experiments and all experiments have been repeated frequently. Except where the differences are very slight, however, the results with sets of ten pieces each are definite and clear cut and in general constant in character.
It is evident then that when the first zooids of worms are cut into three, four or more pieces the posterior pieces show a much higher rate than the anterior. But this difference gradually decreases until after 24--48 hours the increase in rate following section has disappeared. Tests of the pieces at this time show that the ra~es of all have decreased and moreover, that rate a ~ rate b ~ rate c, or in the case of the four pieces, rate a ~ rate b ~ rate c ~ rate d.
From these experiments it is evident that in pieces below a certain length any piece shows for a few hours a higher rate than the piece anterior to it and a lower rate than the piece posterior to it. Thus the original relation of the rates at different levels in the uninjured animal is reversed so far as the whole pieces are coneerned~ though within each piece the original antero-posterior gradient persists. In short any piece is stimulated to a greater extent by the 40* physical isolation than a piece anterior to it and within the same zooid, and less than a piece of the same zooid posterior to it. As we have seen, this condition is only temporary, but as will appear below, it exists during the period when it is determined whether a piece shall form a head or not. If the animals are anesthetized before cutting and the rate of reaction tested as soon as they are cut, the rate of posterior pieces is usually found to be lower than that of anterior pieces. If the pieces of worms cut during anesthesia are left for an hour or two in water after cutting they recover from the anesthesia and the rates of all pieces increase: the rates of posterior pieces may even become slightly higher than those of anterior pieces, but the differences are never so great as when the worms are not anesthetized before cutting.
The decrease in rate following' the temporary increase is also dependent upon the length of the piece and the region of the zooid from which it was taken. In long pieces the rate does not decrease appreciably below that of the corresponding region in the uninjured worm, but the shorter the pieces, the greater the decrease in rate after the temporary increase, so that in very short pieces the rate falls far below that of the corresponding region in the uninjured body.
Moreover, the decrease in rate is not as great in anterior pieces as in posterior pieces. The more posterior the level of the piece, the greater the decrease in rate after the temporary increase.
After the stage of decrease in rate the rate gradually rises again as regulation proceeds and the amount of increase in rate during regulation depends on the degree of reorganization. The more completely the old structure is replaced by new, the greater the increase in rate (C~mD, 'llb) .
It should also be mentioned that my results with the use of KCIq and alcohol in the direct resistance method have been confirmed in all essential points by Mr. TASHIRO for C02-production.
These results demonstrate that the anterior region of the zooid is more independent of other parts than any other region and that the dependence of any level or region on other parts increases from the anterior end posteriorly within the limits of a single zooid. The rate of the anterior region is affected but little by correlative factors from more posterior parts, consequently isolation produces relatively little change in rate. The more posterior the level of a piece, the greater its dependence on correlative factors, and particularly on those from more anterior parts; in such pieces physical isolation pro-duces first a marked increase in rate resulting from stimulation of the correlation paths and this is followed by a decrease to a rate below the original rate~ which, in turn~ is the result of the isolation of the piece from the correlative factors. And finally, the amount of the increase and of the decrease in rate vary directly with the degree of dependence of the piece on other parts. The more posterior piece is more strongly stimulated by the act of isolation and shows a greater decrease in rate following the period of stimulation than the more anterior piece because its dependence on other parts is greater. In these facts then we have simply another proof of the relative dominance of anterior over posterior regions.
The greater increase in rate of reaction in shorter than in longer pieces is undoubtedly due to the fact that in shorter pieces the stimulating effect is more direct and involves more correlation paths: in general it is undoubtedly true that the shorter the piece, the greater the number of correlation paths directly concerning it which are cut and thereby stimulated.
The greater decrease in rate in shorter as compared with longer pieces following the increase is to be regarded as an expression of the influence of physiological correlation in determining the rate of reaction. The shorter the piece the fewer the correlative factors present and therefore the lower the rate after the period of temporary stimulation is over.
In the next two sections the effect on head-formation of the change in rate following isolation of pieces will be considered.
Vi. The Time of Head-Determination,
In water at a temperature of 18~ ~ C. it is determined within about twelve hours or less after the piece is cut whether its anterior region shall form a head or not. A very simple experiment serves to demonstrate this point. As I have shown in earlier papers (CII.ILO, '11c7 '11d), short pieces from the middle region of the body, i. e., the posterior region of the first zooid, give practically 100o/,' o of headless forms, while long pieces with anterior ends at the same level give 100o/0 of normal heads. For example, pieces representing the region between the levels a and b in Fig. 1 are in almost every case headless, while the long pieces, a c all produce normal heads. If we cut a large number of long pieces like a c and at various intervals, e. g., one hour, two hours, three hours, six hours etc. after the first operation cut from their anterior ends sets of short pieces like a b and allow these to regulate, we find that the short pieces cut off as early as three hours after the first operation will form heads in some cases and the percentage of heads in such pieces increases with the length of time between the first and second operations. In an experiment in which sets of twenty-five short pieces were cut off at each period those cut im- Fig. 1 . mediately after the first operation gave no heads, /~ those cut three hours later gave about 20O/o of heads, those cut after six hours gave 400/o of heads and ~/~0 those eat after twelve hours gave 100o/o of heads. Twelve hours is then a sufficient length of time to determine so fixedly that the anterior end of the long piece a c shall form a head that the isolation of this region as part of a very short piece does not prevent head-ibrmation after this time, although the short piece, which forms a head after it has remained as the anterior portion of a long piece during' twelve hours, would "tlmost never form a head if isolated at once. In some way then the connection of this --anterior region with other parts of the long piece b------during twelve hours has determined that head-formation shall occur there in spite of the existence of conditions after this time which would otherwise prevent head-formation. In many cases the determination is accomplished in much less than twelve hours~ as the data cited above show: twenty per cent of the short pieces form heads after they have remained only three hours as the anterior regions of the long pieces. Twelve hours is sufficient to determine the result for all cases. It is evident that the determination of the anterior end of'. a piece as a rer gion of head-formation occurs long before there is any visible outgrowth of new tissue at the cut surface. In the following sections the problem of the nature of the process of head-determination will be considered.
VII. The Rate of Reaction in the Piece as a Factor in Head-Formation.
In attempting to analyze the process of head-determination the first step is to determine the relation between the processes of head-determination and head-formation and the processes in other parts of the piece. And in this connection it is to be remembered that in Planaria dorotocephala, no matter how large a part of the body has been removed from the anterior end of the piece, the new head arises at the cut surface and other parts are tbrmed by redifferentiation of more posterior regions of the piece.
In an earlier paper (CHILD, 'lle) it was shown that in short pieeeg of equal length the frequency of head-formation decreases from the anterior end of the first zooid and is lower in shorter than in longer pieces. In Sections V and VI of the present paper we have seen that during the period of head-determination at the anterior end of the piece posterior pieces below a certain length possess a higher rate of reaction than anterior pieces. Proceeding one step further, we find the length of piece which gives a higher rate in posterior than in anterior pieces after section is the same as the length of piece which gives almost or quite 100O/o of normal heads in anterior pieces and frequent abnormal heads or headless forms in posterior pieces. And finally, when we compare pieces of young and old animals, we find that pieces of the same relative length~ i. e., representing the same fraction of the total length, from young animals possess a higher rate of reaction and form heads less frequently than those from old animals.
Apparently then the higher the rate of reaction in the pieces during the period of head-determination, the less frequently do they give rise to heads. I am aware that this statement seems to controvert the commonly accepted ideas concerning the relations of parts in form regulation, but its correctness cannot, I believe, be doubted for the cases cited~ where the factors which determine the rate of reaction of the pieces are internal.
But when we employ external factors to alter the rate of reaction in the pieces, the results appear to be more complex. For example, in low concentrations of KCN or alcohol the frequency of head-formation in the most anterior pieces is lower than in water~ while that of the most posterior pieces of the first zooid is higher than in water. In such cases agents which decrease the rate of reaction decrease the frequency of head-formation in pieces from certain regions and increase it in pieces from other regions. The amount of decrease or increase in head-formation and the distribution of the changes in frequency over the different pieces can be altered and controlled to a considerable extent by differences in the concentration and method of use the agent employed. When, for example, the animals are placed in the KC~ or alcohol before cutting and the pieces are kept in the same solution the results are different from those obtained when the pieces are cut in water and then placed in the solution, and if the pieces remain for an hour or two in water before being placed in the solution the results are again different. ]f the pieces remain in the solution only 12--24 hours after cutting the results are different from those with pieces which remain 2--3 days or during the whole period of regulation in the solution.
Low temperature may likewise decrease the frequency of headformation in anterior pieces and increase it in posterior pieces and high temperature produces a greater increase in head-frequency in posterior than in anterior pieces. Various other external factors which alter the rate of reaction may also be used to alter the frequency of head-formation and the character of the heads formed.
At first glance these results obtained with external factors which alter the rate of reaction appear hopelessly complex and impossible of analysis. I believe, however, that it is possible to account for all of them on a relatively simple basis. They depend on the relations existing between two mutually opposed or >>antagonistic,, dynamic processes or systems, viz., the system which constitutes the basis of head-formation and that which exists in the remainder of the piece. If this relation is altered in one direction the frequency of headformation is increased, if in the other a decrease in head-frequency is the result. In Section X a further analysis of these changes in P head-frequency obtained with external f/tctors will be attempted in the light of the conclusions reached in Section IX.
VIII, The Relation between the Rate of Reaction and the Characters of the Head.
Although we find a complete gradation from the normal head through various abnormal forms to the headless condition, it has been found convenient for most purposes to group the different structures which may appear at the anterior end of pieces under fire heads. These I have named and defined as follows:
Normal; with two symmetrically placed equal eyes and two auricles lateral to them, head pointed anteriorly, two distinct ganglia connected by commissure.
Teratophthalmic (CmLD, '11 C, '11 d, ; eye spots unequal in size, unsymmetrical in position, connected, partially or completely fused, single or three or more in number. Head otherwise normal externally, though the cephalic ganglia are usually, if not always, approximated to each other or partially fused (CHILD and McKIE, '11) . This group includes a great variety of eye-forms and can be further subdivided for purposes of more complete analysis. Teratomorphic (CmLD, '11d, ; eye usually apparently single and median, apical region of head incompletely developed or absent, auricles approximated to each other on the blunt anterior end of the head or partially fused in the median line or in extreme cases completely fused. Cephalic ganglia partially or completely fused.
Anophthalmic (CHILD, 'lld, ; with a distinct anterior outgrowth of new tissue but without eyes. A small unpaired ganglionic mass is present in most cases.
Headless (CHILD, '11d, ; the new tissue merely fills in the contracted cut surface without growing out beyond the contours of the piece. Cephalic ganglia are absent.
From the morphological point of view some of these types are qualitatively different from others, but all of them can be produced experimentally by means of external factors whose primary effect is quantitative not qualitative~ i. e, which alter the rate rather than the character of the reactions in the piece. So far then as the different types shall prove to be qualitatively different such differences must be secondary results of the differences in rate of reaction. The teratophthalmic, anophthalmic and headless forms represent successive decreases in rate of reaction as compared with the normal forms. The teratomorphic form occurs less frequently than the others, though under similar conditions: apparently some particular complex or balancing of internal factors of relatively infrequent occurrence is necessary for its formation.
These different types can be produced in short pieces wh.ere practically the whole of the piece goes to form the head, ,as well as in longer pieces, which produce whole animals. In other words, they occur in cases where head-formation is manifestly a process of ))self-differentiation~ as well as in cases where other structures besides the head arise from the piece. This fact demonstrates all the more clearly that the essential condition for their appearance is a change in the rate of the dynamic processes concerned in head-formation. Moreover~ it also shows that under given conditions a certain minimal rate is necessary for the formation of a )~normalr head.
IX. The Process of Head-Determination in Pieces.
The question at to how the anterior end of the piece is determined as a head-forming region in some cases and in others as a region where nothing but wound-closure occurs, with all intermediate gradations between these two extremes, becomes one of considerable interest and theoretical importance in the light of the facts cited in the preceding sec~ons. My own experiments have led me to adopt the following hypothesis, which, I believe, accounts for all the iacts and possesses besides a high degree of probability.
In the first place it must be remembered that under certain conditions very short pieces give rise to a head and nothing else or to a head with a very short trunk-region posterior to it but no pharynx and no tail. Often also such short pieces produce heads at both ends with little or no trunk-region between them. These cases recall the results obtained with short pieces in Tubularia and they demonstrate clearly enough that formation of the anterior or apical region of the body is possible in the complete absence of the more posterior regions. Moreover, by means of depressing agents I have demonstrated that in long pieces head-formation will occur even when all other regulatory processes except wound-healing are inhibited (CHILD, '11e, also p. 603 of the present paper). Manifestly then the reaction system which gives rise to the head is a ~self-differentiating,, system and acts independently of other pal"ts, at least in such cases. But the important question is'whether head-formation is always a process of ~self-differentiatiom~ even where other parts of the body are present. I believe the facts indicate that it is.
In a piece of Planaria which is large enough to give rise to a whole we must distinguish two different results of isolation. In the first place the rate of reaction of the piece as a whole is increased for a time and to a greater or less extent according to its length and the region from which it came (see Section V). Secondly, the region adjoining the cut surface and for a greater or less distance from it begins to react to the absence of other parts and to the wound by cell division and growth, and dedifferentiation of cells undoubtedly precedes or accompanies this process. In any case there arises at the anterior end of the piece within a few hours after section a small mass of physiologically young and growing cells. It is these cells or part of them which form the head when a head is formed. Fig. 2 will serve to illustrate the point under consideration. The dotted region x of the piece represents the region which reacts to the altered conditions by dedifferentiation and growth. The region y is the remainder of the piece except the cells x which represent the dedifferentiating and growing region at the posterior end. It is the region x or some part of it which gives rise to a head when a head is formed.
The process of head-determination in the l'egion ~c must, I believe, proceed somewhat as follows: the cells of x undoubtedly react at first more or less individually to the altered conditions and the result is a small mass of ~cmbryonie,, cells, i. e., cells which are not appreciably differentiated or specified in any particular direction and which because of their similarity do not form a closely correlated system of parts but are more or less independent individuals. These cells are physiologically young and therefore might be expected to have a higher rate of reaction than the an- Fig. 2 . altered older regions of the piece (CI-IILD~ 'llb). Un-~,. doubtedly, however, another factor is concerned here: /~, as I have pointed out, these cells do not at first conv stitute a system of correlated parts with well developed paths of correlation, but the cells of the region y do constitute such a system. It cannot be doubted that ~_~/ physiological correlation between parts is or may be a factor in determining the rate of reaction in the whole: we have seen in an earlier section (p. 608) that the shorter the isolated piece the lower the rate of reaction falls after the temporary increase following section. It is probable then that in this small group of cells at the anterior end of the piece the rate of reaction is at first actually lower than in other parts of the piece, because these cells by their reaction to the altered conditions have to a greater or less extent lost their relations with other parts and act as more or less completely physiologically isolated individuals. In short, we have .here a case of physiological isolation resulting fi'om altered receptivity of these cells (CHII.D, '11 a). We are justified, therefore, in concluding that the rate of reaction in this small, physiologically isolated group of cells at z (Fig. 2) is at first lower than in the region y of the piece.
Whether this group of cells forms a head or not depends on the relation during the first twelve hours more or less after section between its rate of reaction and that of other regions of the piece, or at least of the adjoining regions. Evidently the cells of the region x come very early in their history to represent physiologically a head-region, but it is also evident that the growth and development of this region beyond a certain very early stage will depend on its ability to use the region y of the piece, or at least the adjoining parts of it, as a source of energy. And this ability will depend largely if not wholly on the relation between the rates of reaction in x and the adjoining region of y. If the region x acquires a sufficiently high rate of reaction in relation to the rate in y it will grow and develop at the expense of y and will become dominant over it and the final result will be the formation of a head and the reorganization of other parts of the piece. If, on the other hand, the rate of the region x remains relatively low as compared with that of y, its development is retarded or inhibited and a teratophthalmic, a teratomorphic, an anophthalmie or a headless form is the result, according to the degree of retardation or inhibition.
The question as to how the eells at x initiate the process of head-formation, how they first become a head, at once arises. I have endeavored to show that the process is independent of other parts and that any such group of cells when isolated will form a head if the rate of reaction is sufficiently high. The facts seem to me to indicate that the first step in the formation of a head is the establishment of a correlation center which develops into the cephalic ganglia and that other parts are determined by their relation to this center which represents the dominant part of the head. The formation of the center is a necessary result of the constitution of the cells and the continuation of their reactions upon each other. According to this conception any isolated group of cells not already differentiated of specified beyond a certain point and possessing a certain specific physico-chemical constitution must necessarily carry out this reaction when placed together. It is the fundamental morphogenic reaction of the organism and the morphological expression of the reaction system which characterizes the species.
In short, the process of head-formation is a process of ,selfdifferentiation,, in all cases, so far as other parts are concerned, but the head itself consists of a dominant and subordinate part. The only influence which other parts of the piece exert on the process of head-formation is to determine the rate of reaction in the headforming region. But as we have seen, this influence may determine certain morphologieal characteristics of the head or even its presence or absence.
If this analysis of the process of head-determination is correct, it is evident that conditions are more favorable for head-formation when the rate of reaction in the region y of the piece is low than when it is high. So far as the actual rate is concerned, it is a fact, as shown in Section VII above, that the higher the rate of reaction in y during the period of head-determination, the lower the frequency of head-formation and vice versa. Shorter pieces show a higher rate than longer during this period and a lower frequency of head-formation. And below a certain length posterior pieces show a higher rate and a lower head-frequency than anterior. And the apparently conflicting results obtained with depressing external factors can readily be accounted for, as the next section will show, by changes in one rate x direction or the other of the relation ---rate y" According to this conception the correlation, to which attention was called in an earlier paper (CmLD, 'llc) between the process of head-formation on the one hand and the length of the piece and the region of the body from which it came on the other is to be interpreted as merely the relation between the rates of reaction in the two regions x and y of the piece and the consequent dominance of one or the other. The failure of certain pieces to form a whole is not due in _Planaria to the absence of certain qualities, but to the fact that the region x does not become dominant. The factors of size and region discussed in the paper referred to above are now analyzed rate x into the expression racy and the facts justify the statement that the value of this expression in a given ease will determine whether a head will form or not, or in general what the character of the head shall be.
X. Analysis of the Effect of External Factors on Head-Formation.
On pp. 611--612 above the fact was mentioned that depressing agents or conditions may either decrease or increase head-frequency according to the region of the body from which the piece was taken and the way in which the depressing factor is used. It should perhaps be added that changes in the character of the head, e. g., changes from anophthalmic to teratophthalmic or normal or in the reverse direction are also brought about in the same way (CrlILD, '12a, .
A large number of experiments have been performed with a number of different agents and conditions, but although all the results obtained are in complete agreement with the conception developed in the present paper and although many of them constitute important evidence in favor of it, their variety and complexity forbids extended consideration at the present time. Only a few im- Fig. 3 . portant points, together with some suggestions as to their interpretation and significance will be presented. ~
In experiments with depressing' factors worms ----of the same size and as nearly as possible in the same condition must be used and pieces of the same length and from the same region of the body must be compared in the experimental and control series. I have found it convenient to use as a standard b worms 18--20 mm. in length and from these to take the three pieces of equal length a, b and c~ --as indicated in Fig. 3 . Under ordinary conditions in water pieces of this sort give in a nearly all c normal heads, in b mostly teratophthalmic and in c mostly anophthalmic and headless forms. Of ------course worms and pieces of other sizes may be used where it" is desired to investigate the factors of size of worm and piece. Pieces from the posterior zooids have also been used in many experiments, but these show nothing essentially different from the pieces of the first zooid and for the present they may be left out of account. In most experiments sets of fifty pieces each are used in both control and experimental series. In the KCN or alcohol pieces the percentages of the different types of anterior end differ from those in the controls. A change in the direction from the normal toward the headless type is called for convenience a decrease in head-formation, a change in the direction from the headless toward the normal type an increase in headformation.
In KCb~ and alcohol the a-pieces show a decrease in head-formation, the c-pieces an increase, while the b-pieces may show either a decrease or an increase or no ehange~ according" to the coneen-tration, the time when the animals or pieces are placed in the solution in relation to the time of section and the length of time they remain in it. In concentrations above a certain limit a decrease occurs in all pieces and below a certain minimum the effect is practically zero, though the minimum concentration is different for the a-, b-and cpieces. "The effect of a given concentration differs with temperature and with the physiological condition of the pieces. The results of several KCbT experiments are given in full in an earlier paper (CmLo, '12a, .
In temperature experiments the effect of a change downward in temperature, if the change is not too great, is a decrease in headformation in the a-pieces, a slight decrease or no change in the bpieces and an increase in the c-pieces, i. e., the results are similar to those obtained with KCN and alcohol. With a greater change in temperature downward the effect is a decrease in all pieces.
The effects of upward changes in temperature are not yet fully worked out, but experiments thus far show an increase in head-formation in all pieces, but the increase is least in a, greater in b and greatest in e. One temperature series is given in full in another paper (CHILD, '12a, .
The feature of greatest interest in all these experiments with external factors is that depressing factors produce in certain cases an increase in head-formation. This fact alone suggests that in these cases we are concerned with a differential effect resulting from the relation between two internal factors.
Another point of importance for the interpretation of these results is the fact that in very short pieces, where the whole or almost the whole piece goes to form the new head, the effect of depressing agents is always a decrease in head-formation, never an increase. An increase in head-formation occurs with depressing factors only in pieces of considerable length, where the region which forms th.e head is a relatively small part of the piece.
Recalling the conception of head-formation advanced in Section IX, it is evident that if this conception is correct, a decrease in headformation may result either from the absolute decrease in rate of reaction of the region x in Fig. 2 or from a relative decrease in the rate of this region as compared with the region y. On the other hand, an increase in head-formation may result either from an absolute or a relative increase in the rate of x.
In the two effects of external depressing factors on head-forma-tion we have, I believe, results due to both absolute and relative changes in the rate of the region x. In the a-pieces, which in the control produce a large pereentage of normal heads, the rate of the region x is or soon becomes so much higher than that of y that it develops a normal head in spite of y. In such pieces the effect of depressing agents is aIways a decrease in head-formation. Here only the direct effect of the depressing agent on the rate of x appears in the result, though the amount of that effect may depend on the rate x relation r-ate~" In the c-pieces, on the other hand, the rate of the region y is much higher in relation to that of x, as was shown in Section V above, consequently such pieces produce in water a large percentage of headless and anophthalmic forms. The b-pieces are intermediate between the a-and the c-pieces. In the c-pieces then~ where the rate of the two regions x and y are more or less balanced against each other any change which increases the rate of x relatively to that of y will increase head-formation, provided it is not overbalanced by too great an absolute decrease in the rate of x. The increase in head-formation by depressing factors is undoubtedly brought about in this way.
The objection may be raised that the action of the depressing factor must produce the same relative decrease in rate in the two regions x and y and that therefore no change in the relation of the rate can occur. This objection is not well founded, as will appear.
In the first place the region x consists of cells which are physiologically younger than the cells of the region y. I have shown above (p. 601) that young animals and pieces become acclimated more rapidly and more completely to low concentrations of KClq and alcohol than do old animals. We should expect then that the rate of the region x would in the long run show less relative decrease than that of y and that therefore an increase in head-formation might occur if the absolute decrease in rate due to the depressing factor is not too great.
Moreover, the same result can be brought about in another way. If, for example, we cut the worms in KCIq 0.000005 M and leave the pieces in the same concentration 24--48 hours after section, then rinsing them and returning them to water, we find a very great increase in head-formation in the c-pieces and usually an increase in the b-pieces. In this case the KCN almost or completely inhibits the process of head-formation during the first 24--48 hours after section, but by the end of this time the temporary increase in rate of the region y following section has disappeared. If then the pieces are returned to water at this time, head-formation or head-determination begins and it is evident that the rate in the region y is now lower as compared with that in x than if head-formation had been allowed to begin immediately after section as it does in water. In this case the initiation of head-formation is simply delayed or retarded until after the temporary increase in rate of the piece as a whole, which results from section, has disappeared, consequently in those pieces where the rates of the two regions x and y are more or less balanced under ordinary conditions, i. e., in the more posterior pieces, head-formation is increased and only in the anterior pieces does the direct depressing effect of the KCS appear. Still other modifications of the results may be obtained by altering in other ways the method of use and the concentration of the agent used.
In temperature experiments the acclimatization factor probably plays some part, the physiologically young tissue which gives rise to the head becoming acclimated more rapidly and more completely than other regions of the piece, but other factors are also involved. At higher temperatures the reaction at the cut surface is more rapid and more extensive and it is probable that the cells form a system of correlated parts earlier and more readily than at lower temperatures anal consequently the region x shows a relatively greater increase in rate than the region y. Moreover, as I have determined by the direct resistance method, the increase in rate in pieces following section is not as great, particularly in the posterior pieces, when a change from low to high temperature occurs at the time of section, as it is in similar pieces of worms kept at the higher temperature. Consequently in the pieces which have undergone a change in temperature at the time of section, and particularly in the more posterior pieces, an increase in head-formation as compared with pieces kept at the higher temperature occurs. And finally, in low temperatures, as in certain forms of KC~T experiments the initiation of head-formation is delayed until the increase in rate of the piece following section has largely or wholly disappeared.
It is probable that in other modifications of these experiments rate x is altered in still other ways, with external factors the relation ~ Y but what has been said is sufficient to show that there are various possibilities of altering this relation. Whatever the interpretation of Archiv f. Entwicklungsmechanik. XXXu 41 particular cases the fact that an increase in head-formation may be produced by depressing factors affords a practical demonstration that a. differential relation between different internal factors is concerned. And all the evidence indicates that these internal factors are two in number, viz., the rate of reaction in the region x from which the head arises and the rate of reaction in the region y, or those paris of it which adjoin x.
Xl. The Formation of a New Posterior End.
Thus far we have considered only the determination and formation of the new head and we have seen that the frequency of rate x head-formation varies directly as ratty' 2; and y being the two regions of the piece indicated in Fig. 2 .
In every piece with a cut surface at the posterior end the cells adjoining this surface (z, Fig. 2 ) also react to the altered conditions by dedifferentiation, division and growth and these cells may or may not give rise to a new posterior end as internal and external factors determine. The first question for consideration is as to the relation between the region ~' ;. and other parts of the piece.
We have seen above that there is no necessary relation between the formation of a new posterior end and the formation of a head in a piece, for pieces which remain entirely headless may still give rise to new posterior ends. It is evident then that we have chiefly to consider the relation of the region x to the region y.
What then is the relation between the process of tail-formation and the region y. My experiments show that tail-formation is always decreased, never increased, by factors which decrease the rate of reaction in the region y and is always increased by factors which increase the rate of the region y. These facts again afford the strongest confirmation of the conclusions reached above concerning the nature of the axial gradient and of antero-posterior dominance. Obviously the posterior end, as long as it is not a new zooid, is a subordinate part and its formation is directly determined and controlled by regions anterior to it.
We have seen that head-formation is, properly speaking, in no sense a restitution, a replacement of a missing part, but rather the first step in the formation of a new individual: it is, in short, a true reproduction. The process of tail-formation~ however, coincides much more closely with the conception of restitution or regeneration as commonly held. It is the replacement of a subordinate part under the control of other parts and therefore a direct relation exists between the rate of reaction in the tail-forming region and in the old parts alaterior to it. In general then the process of tail-formation varies directly as rate y.
It is evidently necessary to make a sharp distinction between the new formation of a dominant part and that of a subordinate part. The first occurs, so to speak, in spite of other parts, the second because of them.
Xll. Polarity and the Origin of New Polarities.
The longitudinal axial gradient constitutes, I believe, the basis of polarity. In Planaria and at least certain other lower organisms polarity consists of the axial gradient together with the specifications and structural features which result from it and which may in turn modify it. This conclusion is based on the fact that when the a-~ial gradient in various lower organisms is largely 'or wholly eliminated experimentally new polarities often arise. In this connection certain experiments of the hydroid Cor?p~zort~ha pcdma are briefly described before taking up the experiments on Pla~zco'ia.
A piece of the stem of Cory~norpha above a certain minimal length usually forms, like Tubularia, a hydranth'at the oral end and later a smaller bydranth at the aboral end. When such pieces are placed as soon as cut in alcohol of the proper concentration the hydranths fail to develop, the length of the pieces decreases and in the course of a week or two they become opaque white masses in which the greatest length represents the original longitudiHal axis. These pieces usually stick slightly to the bottom of the dish so that there is no difficulty in keeping them in the same position or in recognizing the direction of the original axis. If these pieces are now returned to water no outgrowth at the original ends of the pieces occurs, but a new hydranth, or sometimes more than one, arises from the upper surface of the piece as it lies, i. e., from what was originally the lateral surface of the stem. The lower surface of the piece develops the perisare characteristic of the basal region of the stem and the rhizoid-like outgrowths.
Another experiment affords an even more striking result than this. Short pieces of the Corymorpha stem 2--4 mm. in length very 41"
commonly develop hydranths at each end with no stem between. When such pieces are placed in alcohol after the bydranths have developed the tentacles of the hydranths undergo gradual disintegration, the manubria shorten, the mouths disappear and the pieces become opaque ovoid or rounded masses. After the alcohol is replaced by water a new hydranth arises from the upper side of the piece and a new perisare and holdfast from the lower side. The new polarity is at right angles to the two previously existing polarities.
It is evident that in these pieces of Coryrnorpha the original polarity has been eliminated to such an extent by decreasing the rate of reaction that when the rate again rises with the return to water the old polarity does not reappear, but a new axial gradient is established in a direction determined by external conditions. These and other similar results led me to attempt to control I have used a variety of methods, some of which have given negative, some positive results. The most satisfactory method which I have found thus far is as follows: the worms to be used are kept for several months at a low temperature (in a refrigerator, 8~ ~ C.) so that the rate of reaction may be as low as possible. During this time they are fed as much as they will eat. The long time at low temperature is necessary for the alteration of the structural features along the axis to correspond with the low rate of reaction.
Before the pieces are cut from these worms they are partially anesthetized with ehloretone in order to prevent as far as possible the increase in rate of reaction following section. The pieces are cut in the chloretone solution and remain in it 72 hours after section. In this way the initiation of head-formation is delayed until the period of increased rate is over. Control pieces of the same size from worms of the same size, but kept at room temperature are prepared and placed in water.
In one experiment of this sort none of the control pieces were biaxial, while 20O/o of the experimental pieces formed biaxial heads: in another case the controls g'ave no biaxial pieces, the experimental pieces 16 o/o.
It should be added that under ordinary conditions biaxial forms are rare in short pieces of t)lanaria dorotoeephala. In T'. maculata they appear much more frequently, but the latter species has not been available in large numbers for my work. I shall show elsewhere that the difference between the two species in this respect is due to'a difference in the degree of dominance of the bead-region or of steepness in the axial gradient.
Various other methods based on the same principles have given positive results in pieces of P.'do~'otocephala and I hope witb still other methods to obtain higher percentages of positive results. The experiments described show that factors which decrease the rate of reaction tend to eliminate the preexisting polarity to a greater or less extent. If the rate of reaction is then raised new polarities may arise. The direction of the new axis or axes may be determined in various ways: in the Covymorpha pieces it is evidently determined by external conditions, possibly by the gradient in oxygen content of the water from the bottom of the dish upward, though contact may also play a part in determining it. In Planaria the direction of the new gradients is related to the cut surfaces because the regions of highest rate of reaction are associated with these surfaces.
In short pieces of Corymorpha in water multiple polarities often arise (CHILD, 'lla, without definite relation to the original axis. In such cases the localization of the new gradient or axis is doubtless determined by incidental or ,,chance,, factors, e. g., slight differences in rate between different cells. In the aetinian Harenactis I have been able to obtain new polarities and in many eases multiple polarities by cutting pieces of sucb form that the distal and proximal cut edges of the body-wall unite with each other (CHILD, '09, '10, 'lla, pp. 114--116) . In this case the new gradients are apparently localized in the regions where the removal of the old structures is more complete. In these regions there is more dedifferentiation and growth of new tissue and the rate of reaction undoubtedly becomes higher than elsewhere. All these facts constitute the strongest evidence for the conclusion that the axial gradient in rate of reaction is the basis of organic polarity.
If this conclusion is correct we should expect to find other gradients corresponding to the axes of symmetry. As a matter of fact, such gradients apparently do exist in Planaria. In experiments by the direct resistance method we find that the margins of the body disintegrate before the median region and the ventral surface before the dorsal surface. In other words, the lateral margins and the ventral region of the body have higher rates of reaction than the median and the dorsal region respectively.
To this conception of polarity and symmetry the objection may be made that the differences along the axes are not only quantitative but qualitative. In my opinion the gradient in rate affords ample basis for the origin and development of qualitative differences along the axes. The gradient in rate is merely polarity in its simplest terms. The continued existence of this gradient must lead sooner or later in most eases to differences in the character of reaction at different levels along the axis. There is not the slightest doubt that the character of the processes concerned in head-formation can be altered by changing the rate of reaction and in the light of what we know in general concerning the relation between quantitative factors and the character of chemical processes it is certainly to be expected that a quantitative gradient in the rate of a complex of reactions like that characteristic of the organism, especially when it occurs in a colloid field or substratum or more specifically a protoplasm, may give rise to a very great variety of qualitative differences along" its course.
An extended discussion of polarity is impossible here, but all the known phenomena of so-called polarity, can, I think, be readily accounted for on this basis. There is, however, one question of interest which demands brief consideration in connection with the above experiments on the production of new polarities.
Mol~GA~ ('04a) has noted that in Planaria maeulata only heads are found in pieces which become biaxial, while in P. simplicissima short pieces from the anterior region of the body produce biaxial heads and short pieces from the postpharyngeal region may give rise to biaxial tails. In P. do~vtocephala under ordinary conditions only heads appear in biaxial pieces as in P. maeulata. Biaxial tails are extremely rare, in fact I have until recently often doubted whether I was not mistaken in believing on the basis of earlier observations that they ever occur. But in some of my attempts to produce biaxial forms a few cases of tails instead of heads have appeared.
These cases, together with those recorded by MOREA,, raise the question as to the nature of the internal factors which determine whether heads oi tails shall arise at both end of biaxial pieces. My own experiments up to the present lead me to believe that the determination of heads or tails depends primarily on the relation be-tween the rate of reaction in the cells at the cut surface which react to the altered conditions and the rate in other parts of the piece. In all cases of course the original axial gradient must be at least in large measure eliminated before the piece can become biaxial. In the absence or decrease of the old gradient two possibilities exist at each end of the piece. If the growing regions acquire a sufficiently high rate of reaction to develop independently of other parts, heads develop at each end, in the same manner in which they develop at the anterior end in pieces where the axial gradient persists. If, on the other hand, the rate of reaction in the growing region remains so low that the old part controls its development, tails will appear at each end. We are probably justified in going farther than this and saying that in cases where the growing" regions have a sufficiently high rate to get an independent start before nerve fibers grow into them from the old part, heads are formed, but where nerves extend into them from the old part and become functional before they have reached a certain stage of head-determination, tails develop. In short, biaxial pieces, give rise to heads at both ends~ as do other pieces at the anterior end, when the growing regions develop independently of other parts and become dominant~ and to tails at both ends when the old part controls the development of the growing region.
In general the more rapid and extensive the reaction in the regions adjoining the cut surfaces the more likely these regions are to form heads or apical regions and the slower and less extensive the reaction the more likely they are to form tails o1" proxinal regions. In cases like Tub~daria, CorymorTha , Planaria ~aculata and P. dorotoeephala these regions usually develop into heads or apical regions before they can be stopped by correlative factors fl'om other parts of the piece. In the posterior region of P. simplicissima, on the other hand, and also in the posterior region of the earthworm, the reaction is so slow that the correlative factors gain the upper hand before the growing regions are sufficiently advanced to continue in spite of them or to dominate other parts: in such cases, therefore, tails arise.
XIII. The Formation of a New Head in Pieces as a Form of
Reproduction.
It is evident from the facts presented that the formation of the new head in pieces of Planaria is not in any sense a restitution of a missing part or the completion of a ,whole,,. The only influence which other parts exert upon head-determination in a piece is as a factor in determining the rate of reaction in the head-forming region.
The determination and development of the new head is then the first step in the formation of a new individual. The subordinate parts of this new individual are either formed de novo from the material of the piece and under the control of the new dominant region, or in many cases where parts already existing in the piece correspond more or less closely to the conditions in the new system they are incorporated with more or less modification and the result is a whole animal.
Such a process is as truly a reproduction as the process of formation of a Planaria from the egg and the essential differences between these two forms of reproduction are very much less than is commonly supposed. In both the formation or determination of the dominant region is the first step. In both the egg and the piece of Planaria the region where this part shall form is already determined by the polarity, i. e., by the axial gradient in the egg or the piece. Moreover, as I have shown elsewhere (CHILD, '11b) the new individual arising fl'om the piece of the planarian body is physiologically young. This is true in every respect, so that as concerns this point no essential difference exists between reproduction in the piece and in the egg. It is true that asexual and experimental reproduction do not always bring about so complete a rejuvenation as does sexual reproduction. As a matter of fact, in Planaria the degree of rejuvenation in an animal arising from a piece depends on the amount of redifferentiation or reorganization. The more completely the original structure is modified or replaced by new, the greater the degree of rejuvenation. In the case of development from the egg the structural change is very great, therefore the degree of rejuvenation is great. Of course the same relation appears on the dynamic side. The greater the inerease in rate which results from the structural change, the younger the new organism. Here then the difference between development from the piece and from the egg, where a difference exists, is merely one of degree.
In fact the chief differences between the egg and the piece of Planaria (or Hydra, Tubularia, Corymorpha or any other form in which new dominant parts arise in isolated pieces) are first, that in the case of the piece isolation is sufficient, except in very small pieces and under certain special conditions, to initiate the process of development, while.in the eg'g~ except where parthenogenesis occurs, an additional exterffal accelerating factor is necessary to initiate the process ;. and second in the egg the energy for the early development exists in the form of yolk, while in the piece it consists of the cells of other parts of the piece or in part of the reserves which may be present in them. As regards their essential characteristics the two forms of reproduction are strictly comparable and fundamentally similar.
It follows then, as I have pointed out before (CHILD, 'lla, 'llc, '12 b) that in so-called regulations of this kind the problem of heredity is just as directly involved as in sexual reproduction. In fact, I am convinced that we have here a far better field for the study of the nature of inheritance than in the more complex and less accessible sexual reproduction. Here we can control and modify a great variety of factors, there, from the nature of the case, our control is narrowly limited. Our theories of heredity must sooner or later recognize that in these experimental reproductions we have the problem given in its simplest terms and they must also recognize that the basis of inheritance is the reaction system which gives rise to the dominant region.
XIV. The Fundamental Reaction System of the Species.
If the conception of the planarian organism advanced in this paper is correct, it is evident that the head-region is the one and only part of the body which can arise independently of other parts. It is ~self-differentiating,,. The facts indicate that we can go one step farther and say more specifically that the cephalic region of the central nervous system is the one region which is really self-differentiating, for the development of other parts of the head is dependent on the presence of some sort of cephalic nervous system. Other parts, however, can arise in the first instance only in physiological correlation with a head-region or a region anterior to them. In general a part characteristic of a given level of the body can arise only in correlation with a region anterior to it.
If we accept these conclusions, it follows that the reaction system which gives rise to the head, or more specifically again to the cephalic portion of the nervous system, is the fundamental reaction system of the species. If this reaction system alone is present in the egg or in any other reproductive element, together with a sufficient supply of nutritive material as a source of energy, a whole t)lanaria with the characteristics of the species will necessarily develop, assuming of course that external conditions permit the reactions to proceed at a ~uffieiently rapid rate.
In other words, all that need be inherited in Planaria is the capacity to form the cephalic portion of the central nervous system. The various localizations and differentiations must result through the action of definite physico-ehemical laws. There is not the slightest need for a host of ~determinants~ for the various parts of the body: they are all determined potentially or implicitly, to use DRIESCn'S term, in the single fundamental reaction ~ystem.
Moreover, whenever any subordinate part, i. e., one whichhas has been determined by its level in the gradient and its relation to the dominant part, is isolated physiologically or physically it loses to a greater or less extent its differentiation or specification and the fundamental reaction system or something approaching it arises in it. This change is the basis of ibrm regulation and reproduction.
In Planaria the head cannot regulate into any other part of the body, it can only determine other parts through physiological correlation and growth, but within certain limits any other part can give rise to a head and the only thing that prevents it from doing so at any time is its subordination to a head-region or in general a region of higher rate.
Tbe question at once arises as to how far this is true of other organisms. The facts demonstrate that essentially the same relations exist in Tubularia, Corymorpha and, I believe, in all coelenterates, as in Planaria. As regards plants, it is well known that in general the apical region dominates other parts to a certain extent and within a certain distance. The law of antero-posterior development in animals expresses the fact that morphogenesis begins at the anterior end and proceeds posteriorly and in those cases where a distinct nervous system is present, the anterior region of this system is the first part to become distinguishable. Moreover, I have been able to determine by the direct resistance method that an axial gradient in rate of reaction exists in the amphibian egg, at least from early stage onward and probably even before cleavage. The region of highest rate in this gradient gives rise to the cephalic portion of the nervous system. In various other eggs and embryos so far as examined, a similar gradient is present. In short there is a great mass of evidence which indicates that essentially the same relations exist, at least in the early stages of development, in all organisms possessing one or more definite axes. Consideration of the cell and of organisms without definite axes is postponed to another time.
These conclusions place the law of antero-posterior development on a dynamic basis and make possible a statement of it in dynamic terms. Such a statement is briefly as follows: an axial gradient in rate of reaction exists or arises at the beginning of development and the region of highest rate in this gradient necessarily precedes others in differentiation and development and gives rise to the anterior or apical region which is therefore the morphological expression of the fundamental reaction system of the species: in other regions the rate of development and differentiation corresponds to the level in the axial gradient. Or still more briefly, the law of antero-posterior development is the morphological expression of the axial gradient in rate of reaction.
As the structural features of the organism become more complex and stable and the reactions which give rise to them more fixed in character the capacity of subordinate parts for reproducing" the fundamental reaction system when isolated becomes more and more narrowly limited. In such organisms the capacity for regulation and reproduction is limited. Limitation of regulatory capacity is apparently closely associated with stability of structural substance.
In the lower organisms the relation between the single dominant part and the subordinate parts is maintained to a greater or less extent at all stages of development and possesses a morphogenetic as well as a functional significance throughout life. In such forms physiological or physical isolation of a part leads to reproduction, except where certain relatively fixed specifications or incidental factors prevent. If this were not the case, continued existence of these organisms as individuals would be impossible, for their lives would consist of an almost continuous series of reproductions. As it is, many tbrms approach more or less closely to this condition.
In the higher animals, on the other hand, where the regulatory capacity of parts is limited or absent the physiological isolation of subordinate parts from the dominant part does not result in reproduction. In such cases the isolated parts either die or continue to live in symbiotic or parasitic relations with each other and undergo 9 self-differentiation,,. Apparently this latter possibility is realized to a considerable extent in the development of the amphibia and various other forms. In the early stages the developing egg represents a system essentially similar to that which exists in _Planaria throughout life.. At a somewhat later stage the embryo breaks up physiologically into a number of systems, each of which is already so fixedly determined in character that its physiological isolation does not induce regulation into the fundamental reaction system, but it retains its specification and continues to develop independently of other parts except as regards its chemical and mass correlations with them. This stage of development in the higher forms corresponds to the stage in the lower forms when asexual reproduction occurs as the result of increase in size and consequent physiological isolation of parts (CHILD~ 'lla) and I believe it is due to essentially the same conditions as those which lead to asexual reproduction in a growing hydroid or planarian. "In t)lanaria the second zooid arises at the posterior end in young animals because the increase in length is more rapid than the extension of dominance, i. e., the actual length of the body increases more rapidly than the limit of control by the dominant part. In the amphibia likewise size increases more rapidly than the limit of control by the dominant part, consequently the parts become more or less completely physiologically isolated from the dominant part, but instead of reproduction in these parts we have merely selfdifferentiation. In all probability each of these self-differentiating parts is itself a system with dominant and subordinate parts more or less similar to the planarian or the amphibian egg at an early stage. In later stages when the growth becomes less rapid the development of the dominant part overtakes that of other parts and from this point on a relation of functional dominance of the cephalic portion of the central nervous system and of functional subordination of other parts exists. In other words, in the amphibian embryo and others of the same sort, the stage of self-differentiation of parts follows a stage in which the organism consists of a dominant and subordinate parts and is followed by a stage in which the nerves grow out and become functional and the other parts once more become subordinate to the part with now represents the original dominant part, viz., the cephalic region of the nervous system. This point of view gives us a dynamic interpretation of the ,~formativ.e,< and th6 ~functional,, periods of development recognized by Rovx and brings to light the essential identity of the developmental process under the apparently extreme differences in different forms.
The conception of the organism advanced here accounts, I believe, more logically and more completely for the facts of development and reproduction than any of those commonly held. Moreover, it affords an entirely new insight into the problem of heredity. And finally, and most important of all it possesses a firm foundation in experiment and observation.
At first glance it may appear that this conception is identical with the theory so ably and fully developed by Rm~A~o. This is, however, by no means the case. On the one hand, it does resemble R~NA~O'S theory to some extent in regarding the central nervous system, and more specifically the cephalic region of the central nervous system, where such a system is present, and the apical region where a distinct nervous system is not present, as representing the fundamental reaction of the species, On the other hand, it differs widely from RrG~A~o's theory in that it does not regard the apical region, the dominant region as qualitatively or specifically different in any way from other regions of the axis, but maintains rather that, reduced to its simplest terms, it is nothing but a region of higher rate of reaction than other parts.
Furthermore, my conception avoids the assumption of a multitude of specific energies which is an essential feature of Rm~,TA~o's theory and it does not provide any special mechanism for the inheritance of ~acquiredr characters. I shall endeavor to show at another time, however, that it does provide a basis for the inheritance of ~aequired~, physiological characters of terrains sorts. And finally, inheritance in general is, according to my conception a relatively simple matter consisting in its simplest terms merely of the continued existence or reeonstitution of a single specific reaction system. This is almost diametrically opposed to RmNA~o's conception of the process.
I wish particularly to emphasize the point that the dominant region is not regarded as giving rise to specific ~formative stimulir I find it difficult to believe that such stimuli exist at all. Localization and differentiation must result in the simplest case from the quantitative differences along the axial gradient. The dominance of the apical region probably consists primarily in maintenance of the gradient rather than in any specific formative stimuli. The axial gradient determines an orderly sequence of development and an axis of differentiation and I find it impossible to conceive how such a developmental sequence with reference to an axis is possible in the absence of an axial gradient.
According to this conception then, the axiate organism, reduced to its lowest terms, consists of a gradient in the rate of a specific reaction-complex occurring in a specific colloid field.
It is not, however, to be inferred from this statement that every organism is necessarily reduced to these terms at the beginning of each developmental cycle. In most cases of reproduction in nature development begins in a colloid field in which the direction of the axial gradient has been determined by previously existing conditions and in many cases loealizations and differentiations already exist along this axis. Although these may disappear or be modified during development, nevertheless they may constitute a factor in determining or modifying other processes. And in addition to such factors, the quantity and quality of nutrition available, the effect of past external conditions and many other factors may contribute to the result.
In a word, the inherited reaction system consists not only of the dynamic processes themselves, but also of the specific colloid field in which ~hey occur. Both are sufficiently complex and sufficiently specific to present almost infinite possibilities of variation on the one hand and specificity and fixity of characters on the other.
XV. Summary.
1) A relation exists between the length of life of whole individuals and pieces of Planaria in KCIN, alcohol and various other agents and the rate of metabolic reaction in the animal or piece, i. e. to the amount of certain or all metabolic reactions occurring within a given length of time. In higher concentrations, which kill within a few hours, the length of life varies inversely as the rate of reaction (direct method). In lower concentrations, which do not kill directly the degree of acclimatization and the length of life vary directly with the rate of reaction (indirect method). These methods afford a means of comparing the rate of reaction in animals and pieces under various conditions. The results obtained by these methods are confirmed by comparisons of COs-production.
2) An axial gradient in rate of reaction exists along the longitudinal axis of Planaria and apparently also along the axes of symmetry. The rate decreases from the head-region posteriorly within each zooid and also apparently from the margins toward the median line and from the ventral toward the dorsal surface. Pieces cut from the body contain a fraction of the original gradient.
3) The head-region is physiologically dominant over other regions of the body within a certain variable distance-limit. In general any level of the body is dominant over regions posterior to it and within a certain distance and subordinate to regions anterior to it.
No piece of the body can produce any part characteristic of a level anterior to that from which it was taken, unless a head begins to form first. Any piece can produce structures characteristic of more posterior levels, even in the complete absence of a head.
The higher the rate of reaction in the head-region or in any region, the greater the length of body over which it is dominant. 4) A temporary increase in rate of reaction occm's at once after section of pieces and continues, decreasing gradually, during 24--48 hours, according" to conditions. The amount of this increase in rate depends on the length of the piece and the region of the body from which it was taken. Within certain wide limits the shorter the piece, the greater the increase in rate and the more posterior the level of the piece within a single zooid, the greater the increase. Below a certain limit of length, posterior pieces show a higher rate than anterior pieces during this period.
After the temporary increase in rate the rate falls until, except in long pieces, it is lower than the rate in corresponding regions of the uninjured animal. The shorter and the more posterior the piece, the lower the rate falls during this period. After this the rate gradually rises again as regulation proceeds.
5) Under standard conditions it is determined within twelve hours or less after section whether a head shall arise at the anterior end of a piece or not.
6) Under standard conditions, the higher the rate of reaction in pieces during the first 12--24 hours after section, the less fi'equently does a head form and the lower the rate the more frequently does a head form.
7) The head arises from the cells which react directly to the absence of other parts or to the wound by dedifferentiation, division and growth. Whether this group of cells gives rise to a head or not depends on the relation during the first twelve hours or less after section between its rate of reaction and the rate in other parts of thepiece. If the rate in this group of cells becomes so high, as compared with the rate in other parts of the piece, that it can grow and develop further at their expense, a head forms, otherwise the piece remains headless. This accounts for the fact that the frequency of head-formation is lower in pieces with a high rate of reaction and higher in pieces with a low rate. Head-formation is a process of ,,self-differentiation,,. Other regions of the piece influence only the rate in the head-forming region.
8) The character of the head is also dependent on the rate of reaction in the head-forming region. As the rate decreases the heads formed become teratophthalmic, teratomorphic or anophthalmic, or finally the pieces remain headless. Under standard conditions the higher the rate of reaction in other parts of the piece the greater the frequency of ,,abnormaN types of head.
9) The frequency of head-formation and the character of the heads formed can be altered experimentally by various external factors whose primary effect is to increase or decrease the rate of reaction. The results in these experiments depend upon a change in the relation between the rate in the head-forming region (x) and other parts (y) rate x increases, the frequency of head-formaof the piece. When rate y rate x tion increases or the heads approach normal. When rate-y decreases the head-frequency decreases or the heads approach the headless type.
10) The formation of a new posterior end depends directly on the rate of reaction in the region anterior to it. The higher the rate in this region, the more frequently or more completely the posterior end develops and the lower the rate 7 the less frequently or less completely it develops.
11) The facts indicate that the chief axial gradient in rate of reaction is the basis of polarity and the gradients along other axes, of symmetry. By the experimental elimination of the original gradient and the establishment of new gradients, it is possible to induce the development of new morphological polarities in the direction of the new gradient or gradients.
Whether a piece of Planaria shall give rise to heads or tails at both ends depends on whether the growing cells adjoining the cut surface develop independently (head-formation), or under control of other parts (tail-formation), and this in turn depends, in the absence of the original axial gradient~ on the relative rates of reaction in the growing regions and in other parts.
12) The formation of the new head in headless pieces of Planaria is not in any sense a restitution of a missing part. It is a true re-system specific concern system. production and not fundamentally different in any way from the formation of the head in the developing egg. Moreover, the development of a new whole from a headless piece is also essentially the same process as the development of a whole from the egg. In these experimental reproductions the problem of heredity is given in its simplest terms.
13) The reaction system which gives rise to the head or apical region is the fundamental reaction system of the species. It is the only reaction which can occur independently of other regions or parts. And in this system the formation of the cephalic or apical region of the central nervous system, where a distinct nervous system is formed, is the fundamental feature. This conclusion constitutes a dynamic basis for the law of antero-posterior development and makes possible a statement of the law in dynamic terms.
In Planaria, and probably in all organisms with one or more definite axes, only the capacity to form this fundamental reaction need be inherited in order to produce a whole with the characteristics. In short, a logical theory of heredity must itself primarily with the dominant or fundamental reaction 14) According to this conception localization and differentiation along the axis result, not from specific energies originating in the dominant part, but from the quantitative differences along the axial gradient and the physico-chemical correlative factors to which these give rise. In short, the axiate organism is in its simplest terms a gradient in the rate of a specific reaction-complex occurring in a specific colloid field. Liingsachse der Planaria, sowie scheinbar auch in der Richtung der Symmetrieachsen. Der Reaktionsbetrag nimmt yon der Kopfgegend nach hinten innerhalb jedes Zooids ab, sowie auch seheinbar yon den Seitenr~indern des Kr nach der l~edianebene und yon der ventraleu nach der dorsalen Seite. Ausgeschnittene Stficke enthalten einen Bruchteil der ganzen Reaktionsabstufung.
3) Die Kopfgegend ist physiologisch dominant tiber andre Kiirpergegeuden innerhalb einer gewissen variablen Entfernungsgrenze, welche die L~nge des einzelnen Zooids bestimmt. Im allgemeinen ist jede K~irpergegend dominant fiber alle naeh hinten yon ihr und innerhalb einer gewissen variablen Entferhung liegenden Gegenden; also wird jede Gegend yon nach vorn yon ihr liegenden Gegenden beherrscht.
Eiu isoliertes Strick des K(Irpers besitzt nicht die F~thigkeit, irgendeinen Teil, der yon einer vor seinem vorderen Ende liegenden K(irperebene charukteristisch ist, aus sich eutstehen zu lassen, ohue dai3 wenigstens der Anfang tier Kopfbildung zuerst stattfindet. Dagegen kann jedes Strick, soweit es iiberhaupt etwas leisten kann, alle hinter ihm liegenden chgrakteristischen Teile bilden, auch sogar bei vollst~indiger Abwesenheit eines Kopfes.
Je hSher der Reaktionsbetrag der Kopfgegend, sowie jeder K(irpergegend ist, desto l:~ingerist die KSrperstrecke, welche yon ihr beherrscht wird. 4) Sogleich nach der Abschneidnng findet in dem Stficke eine tempor~ire Zunahme des Reaktionsbetrages statt, nnd diese setzt sich, allm'Shlich abnehmend, wiihrend 24--48 Stunden, je nach den Bedingnngen, fort. Die Gr(il3e dieser Zunahme des Reaktionsbetrages h~ngt yon der L:~inge des Stfickes und yon der K~rpergegend, aus welcher es ausgeschnitten wurde, ab. Innerhalb weiter Grenzen, je krirzer das Strick and je welter nach hinten im K~rper eines einzelnen Zooids es genommen wird, desto gr(il3er ist die Zunahme des Reaktionsbetrages und umgekehrt. Bei Stricken, deren L~inge unterhalb eine gewisse Grenze f~llt, lassen wiihrend dieser Zeitperiode hintere Stiicke einen hiiheren Reaktionsbetrag als die vorderen erkennen.
Nach der tempor~iren Zunahme des Reaktionsbetrages nimmt er allmi~hlicl~ ab, bis, auger bei den li~ngeren Stficken, er niedriger wird als in den entsprechenden K~irpergegenden des unverletzten Tieres. Je kiirzer das Strick ist und je welter ngch hinten es entnommen wi'rd, desto welter nimmt sein Reaktionsbetrag nnterhalb dessen der entsprechenden Gegend im normalen Tiere ab. Nach dieser Periode nimmt der Reaktionsbetrag mit dem Fortschreiten de Regulationsvorgiinge allmiihlich wieder zu. 5) Unter den gew~hnlichen Aul3enbedingungen wird es innerhalb der ersten 12 Stunden nach der Isolation des Sttiekes determiuiert, ob ein neuer Kopf sich bilden soll. 6) Unter den gewiihnlichen Aul3enbedingungen findet, je hiiher der Reaktionsbetrag in den Stiickeu wiibrend der ersten 12--24 Stunden nach der Isolation ist, desto seltener die Kopfbildung statt, nnd umgekehrt. Wenn Reaktionsbetrag y nimmt auch die Frequenz der Kopfbildung ab, oder es finder eine Ann~herung der Kopfgestalten an den kopflosen Zustand start. 10) Die ~eubildung eines Schwanzendes ist yon dem Reaktionsbetrage der vor ihm liegenden Teile unmittelbar abhiingig; je hSher der Reaktionsbetrag in diesen Teilen ist, desto ~h~iuiiger oder vollst~indiger entwiekelt sich das Schwanzende, und umgekehrt. 11) Alle Tatsachen deuten darauf kin, dab die Abstufung des Reaktionsbetrages in der Richtung der ttauptachse die Grundlage der physiologischen Polariti~t bildet, sowie auch dab die Abstufungen in den andern Achsenrichtnngen die Grundlagen der Symmetrie bilden. Durch die experimentelle u nichtung oder Abschw:~ichung der ursprtinglichen Abstufung and die Aufstellung neuer Abstufungen kann man die Entwicklung neuer, der neuen Abstufungsrichtung bzw. -Richtungen entsprechenden, morphologischen Polaritiiten veranlassen.
Wenn die axiale Abstufung des Reaktionsbetrages nicht vorhanden oder sehr schwach ist, kiinnen Planarienstiicke an den beiden Enden entweder K(ipfe oder Schw~inze bilden. Welches yon beiden geschieht, h~ngt davon ab, ob die Zellgruppen in der N~he der Schnittfl:~ichen sich selbstiindig entwickeln (Kopfbildung), oder in ihrer Entwicklung yon anderu Teilen beherrseht werden (Schw.anzbildung), was wieder yon dem Verhi~ltnis der Reaktionsbetr~tge der betreffenden Zellgruppen zu denen andrer Teile des Sttiekes abh~ngig ist. 12) Der Vorgang der Kopfbildung bet kopflosen Planarienstticken l~Bt sich nicht als eine Restitution eines verlorenen Tells betrachten. Sic ist viel-42*
